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ABSTRACT
Radio jets play an important role in quasar feedback, but direct observations showing how the jets
interact with the multi-phase interstellar medium of galaxy disks are few and far between. In this work,
we provide new millimeter interferometric observations of PG 1700+518 in order to investigate the
effect of its radio jet on the surrounding molecular gas. PG 1700 is a radio-quiet, low-ionization broad
absorption line quasar whose host galaxy has a nearby interacting companion. On sub-kiloparsec
scales, the ionized gas is driven to high velocities by a compact radio jet that is identified by radio
interferometry. We present observations from the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA)
interferometer with a 3.′′8 (16 kpc) synthesized beam where we detect the CO (1 → 0) emission line
at 30σ significance with a total flux of 3.12 ± 0.02 Jy km s−1 and a typical velocity dispersion of
125 ± 5 km s−1. Despite the outflow in ionized gas, we find no concrete evidence that the CO gas is
being affected by the radio jet on size scales of a kiloparsec or more. However, a ∼ 1′′ drift in the
spatial centroid of the CO emission as a function of velocity across the emission line and the compact
nature of the jet hint that higher spatial resolution observations may reveal a signal of interaction
between the jet and molecular gas.
1. INTRODUCTION
Early analytical work (Silk & Rees 1998; Fabian 1999)
predicts that an active galactic nucleus (AGN) can heat
or even expel the gas in its host galaxy, thus halting both
star formation and accretion onto the central supermas-
sive black hole (King 2003) if the mechanical pressure,
radiation pressure, or thermal heating from the AGN
can couple to gas in the host galaxy (Faucher-Giguère
& Quataert 2012). This kind of AGN feedback may be
the natural result of galaxy merger scenarios (Di Mat-
teo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005) and has the po-
tential to explain an increasing number of observations.
Among these, are the tight empirical relationships be-
tween the properties of supermassive black holes and
their host galaxies (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998; Gültekin
et al. 2009), the roughly constant ratio between star for-
mation and black hole growth with cosmic time (Kauff-
mann et al. 2003; LaMassa et al. 2012; Heckman & Best
2014; Gürkan et al. 2015), and the enrichment of the
Galactic halo and circumgalactic medium with metals
(Veilleux et al. 2013).
However, there is disagreement as to what extent dif-
ferent kinds of AGN activity actually regulate galaxy
growth. In particular, it is not clear whether or when the
central engine and its host are coupled through the radia-
tive (quasar-mode) or the kinematic (radio-mode) impact
of the AGN (for a review of AGN feedback modes, see
Fabian 2012). In this work, we investigate the impact
of AGN radio jets, which do seem to be capable of af-
fecting the host galaxy on large scales (at least in some
gas phases, Guillard et al. 2012). Notably, semi-analytic
models which include prescriptions for radio-mode feed-
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back (e.g., Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006) are
able to better reproduce some empirical findings, includ-
ing the deficit at the bright end of the galaxy luminosity
function. By pumping energy into the hot, tenuous cir-
cumgalactic medium, the AGN prevents the infall of cool
gas, halts star formation, and thus limits galaxy growth.
The above implementations of radio-mode feedback
concern primarily massive elliptical galaxies at the cen-
ters of clusters (although see e.g., Somerville et al. 2008,
for the full impact of radio-mode feedback) and do not
capture the local effect of the central engine on the inter-
stellar medium (ISM) of less massive disk galaxies, which
have very different conditions. The observed absence
of correlations between feedback-related galaxy and jet
properties suggests that the heating and turbulence im-
parted to the host ISM via radio-mode feedback is not
the sole driver suppressing star formation in less mas-
sive systems (Lanz et al. 2016). The lack of correlations
between jet and galaxy properties doesn’t preclude the
possibility that in disk galaxies, the radio jets may inter-
act directly with the ISM of the host and regulate galaxy
growth by expelling the ingredients for forming stars in
high-velocity outflows.
Three dimensional hydrodynamic simulations of rela-
tivistic jets interacting with a multi-phase disk, which
have dense clumps embedded in a less dense medium,
suggest that jets may ultimately suppress star forma-
tion via heating and ablation of the dense clumps (Wag-
ner & Bicknell 2011; Wagner et al. 2012; Gaibler et al.
2012). Extending the work of Wagner & Bicknell (2011)
and Wagner et al. (2012), Mukherjee et al. (2016) ini-
tializes the host ISM in a realistic gravitational poten-
tial with turbulence consistent with high-redshift galax-
ies. In these simulations the radio plasma can have an
irregular morphology; the jet takes the path of least
resistance through the clumpy ISM and can be redi-
rected relatively easily. The energy bubble driven by the
jet creates multiple phases in the ISM, and radial out-
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flows are accelerated at the shocked surface of the bub-
ble. The main result of this work is that low-power jets
(Pjet ∼< 1043 erg s−1) can significantly impact star forma-
tion in their host galaxies over a large kiloparsec-scale
volume. These jets lack the momentum to punch through
the dense nuclear gas and the resulting energy bubble im-
parts turbulence to the ISM as it spreads laterally. High-
power jets (Pjet ∼> 1045 erg s−1) can more efficiently ac-
celerate high-velocity outflows (v ∼< 500 km s−1), but do
not impact their hosts over as large of a volume.
Observational evidence for the direct impact of AGN
jets on the ISM of the host galaxy has proven rare, but
not completely elusive (Morganti et al. 2005; Sakamoto
et al. 2014; García-Burillo et al. 2014; Aalto et al. 2016).
There are two noteworthy examples of jet-driven cold
molecular outflows. IC 5063, a type 2 Seyfert nucleus
hosted in an early-type galaxy, may be the best example
of a radio jet driving a fast molecular outflow. Observa-
tions paint a picture where the molecular gas, like the
neutral gas, has been accelerated as a result of interac-
tions between expanding radio lobes and the ISM in the
disk of the host galaxy (Tadhunter et al. 2014; Dasyra
et al. 2016; Oosterloo et al. 2017). NGC 1266, which has
a suppressed star formation rate (Alatalo et al. 2015),
also has a small radio jet (Nyland et al. 2013) which
drives a molecular outflow (Alatalo et al. 2011).
Nearby AGN like PG 1700+518 (hereafter PG 1700,
Schmidt & Green 1983), which have signs of jet-
driven outflows in some gas phases and extensive multi-
wavelength data, present excellent opportunities to in-
vestigate how jets interact with host galaxies in practice.
PG 1700 is an intermediate-redshift (z = 0.2902) type
1 Seyfert nucleus with high- and low-ionziation broad
absorption lines (Turnshek et al. 1985; Wampler 1985;
Pettini & Boksenberg 1985; Young et al. 2007) hosted
by a galaxy undergoing a merger with a nearby compan-
ion (Stockton et al. 1998; Hines et al. 1999). It is X-ray
weak, with a steep spectrum indicative of either strong
absorption or a reflection-dominated component (Ballo
et al. 2011).
A wealth of radio observations reveal that although the
nucleus is radio quiet, it is not radio silent (Barvainis &
Antonucci 1989; Barvainis et al. 1996). At low frequen-
cies it is unresolved by the Very Large Array (VLA). The
1.4 GHz logarithmic radio luminosity adjusted for our
cosmology is 24.65 W Hz−1 (Kukula et al. 1998), well
below the knee of the radio luminosity function (Condon
et al. 2013) and at the border between the Fanaroff-Riley
(FR) I and II classifications. Using the FR I relation
of Godfrey & Shabala (2016), this corresponds to a jet
power of order Pjet ∼ 1045−46 erg s−1. At higher frequen-
cies (> 5 GHz) the source has two components separated
by ∼1′′ (Hutchings et al. 1992; Kellermann et al. 1994;
Kukula et al. 1998). High spatial resolution interferome-
try with the European Very Long Baseline Interferome-
try Network (EVN) reveals a radio core and two-sided jet
in the western of the two radio components (Yang et al.
2012).
PG 1700 has a one-sided extended narrow-line region
(NLR, Husemann et al. 2013) and an ionized outflow
along the jet axis traced by [O iii] λ5007 at high veloc-
ities (Rupke et al. 2017). Evans et al. (2009) present
the first millimeter observations of the CO (1→ 0) from
the Institute de Radioastronomie Millimétrique (IRAM)
30m, demonstrating that with M(H2) ∼ 6 × 1010 M,
PG 1700 has one of the most molecular gas-rich host
galaxies of the Palomar-Green quasars. The single-dish
observations show the presence of molecular gas at veloci-
ties in excess of 100 km s−1 from systemic, but with a 26′′
beam they lack the spatial resolution to unambiguously
identify signatures of an outflow. In this work, we present
new millimeter interferometric observations of PG 1700
with the aim of determining whether the outflow iden-
tified in other gas phases of this source extends to the
molecular gas.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
present the new observations, describe the data reduction
process, and describe several multi-wavelength archival
datasets that we re-analyze for this work. Section 3 de-
tails the analysis of the CO (1 → 0) data cube, the re-
sults of which are discussed in the context of existing
observations in Section 4. We summarize our findings in
Section 5. Throughout this work, we adopt a cosmology
of H0 = 73 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.73, and Ωm = 0.27
which gives a scale of 4.2 kpc arcsec−1 at z = 0.2902.
2. DATA
PG 1700 is a well observed source, with data across
the electromagnetic spectrum. We combine new observa-
tions from the IRAM NOrthern Extended Millimeter Ar-
ray (NOEMA) interferometer with archival Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), VLA, and Gemini Mulit-Object Spec-
trograph integral field spectroscopic (IFS) data to give a
multi-wavelength picture of this source.
In order to compile the multi-wavelength data, it is
necessary to address differences in astrometry between
various datasets. Our approach is to apply linear shifts
to center the quasar in each dataset on the coordi-
nates of the EVN core (RA = 17h01m24.s82640, Dec. =
+51◦49′20.′′4473) identified by Yang et al. (2012). In
the HST image and VLA map, we make the assump-
tion that the quasar dominates and is centered on the
pixel with the highest intensity. In the case of the [O iii]
data, the position of the quasar is well known as the
PSF center from the spatial/spectral decomposition. For
the NOEMA data, we apply a 0.48′′ primarily southern
sub-pixel shift in order to place the centroid of the zero
velocity map at the EVN core position.
Registering each dataset to the quasar is a reasonable
practice when the quasar obviously dominates emission,
as in the VLA and optical maps. This assumption is less
certain for the NOEMA data because the PG 1700 host
and companion galaxy are merging and there may be
substantial CO (1→ 0) from either galaxy. Based on the
redshifts of the CO (1 → 0) peak and stellar absorption
lines in the host and companion, it is most likely that
the CO (1 → 0) emission is centered on the quasar; the
CO (1 → 0) redshift (zCO = 0.2899) is within 90 km s−1
of the PG 1700 host (zhost = 0.2902, Rupke et al. 2017),
but 900 km s−1 of the companion (zc = 0.2929, Canalizo
& Stockton 1997). Nevertheless, in §3.2 we consider the
effect of adopting the alternative scenario where we do
not apply an astrometric correction, implying that the
CO (1 → 0) originates between the PG 1700 host and
the companion.
Figure 1 shows the HST NICMOS F160W (wide H
band) image of the host galaxy and companion down-
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Table 1
Description of observations
PG 1700+518
RA (J2000)a 17:01:24.82640
Dec (J2000) +51:49:20.4473
Redshiftb 0.2902
Obs. date 2016 July 23, 25
Configuration C, D
Nant 8, 7
Obs. freq (GHz) 89.210
Time on source (hr) 9.1
Min, max baseline (m) 16.3–172.7
FoV (arcsec) 56.4×56.4
Synth. beam (arcsec) 3.78×3.70
Synth. beam (kpc) 15.9×15.5
a Coordinates of the EVN radio core com-
ponent determined by Yang et al. (2012).
b The redshift determined by [O iii] λλ4959,
5007 in the host galaxy (Rupke et al. in
prep.).
loaded from the online materials provided by Evans et al.
(2009) with contours showing VLA 8.5 GHz, NOEMA
CO (1 → 0), and Gemini GMOS [O iii] λ5007 observa-
tions. Below, we describe the acquisition and reduction
of the individual datasets.
2.1. New NOEMA CO (1→ 0) observations
We observed PG 1700 in CO (1–0) with the IRAM
NOEMA interferometer on 23 and 25 July 2016 (ID
S16BM). The observations were made with a total on-
source time of 9.1h in the C+D configuration in 2 tracks,
one with 8 antennas and one with 7. Further technical de-
tails of the observations are listed in Table 1. The tuning
frequency was set to 89.210 GHz, the expected frequency
of the redshifted CO (1 − 0) line (νrest = 115.271 GHz)
given a redshift of z = 0.292 based on the [Oiii] quasar
emission lines (Schmidt & Green 1983). The optical nar-
row emission lines in PG 1700 are extremely low contrast
in the early longslit spectra, and as a result redshift mea-
surements based on the quasar spectra are inaccurate.
Detailed IFS observations of the host galaxy leverage
spatial information to yield a lower redshift for the sys-
tem: fitting of the integrated PG 1700 host galaxy yields
z = 0.2902 (Rupke et al. 2017), with the possibility of
contamination due to stellar absorption from the com-
panion. This is the best redshift for this source and we
adopt it for calculations throughout this work.
The data calibration was performed using the gildas
package clic (version 18oct16). At 89 GHz, the main
flux calibrator was MWC349 with a flux of 1.08 Jy. Ad-
ditional flux calibrators for the July 23 track included
3C273, 1636+473, and 1637+574, where we obtained
fluxes of 13.75, 0.75, and 0.72 Jy, respectively. For the
July 25 track, we obtained fluxes of 2.73 and 0.72 Jy for
1418+546 and 1636+473, respectively. Notably, there
is excellent agreement between the fluxes obtained for
1636+473 on the two nights of observing. Following stan-
dard practices, the accuracy of the absolute flux calibra-
tion in the 3 mm band is better than 10% (Castro-Carrizo
& Neri 2010).
We used the WideX correlator which has a bandwidth
of 3.6 GHz and spectral resolution of 1.95 MHz, corre-
sponding to 6.5 km s−1 at the tuning frequency. We
binned the uv tables by 60 km s−1, or approximately 10
channels. The velocity scale is set so that the CO (1→ 0)
line peaks at zero velocity. This requires a redshift of
z = 0.2899, which is within 90 km s−1 (or 1.5 velocity
bins) of the optical redshift adopted for calculations, and
the redshift obtained for CO (1 → 0) from single-dish
observations (z = 0.290, Evans et al. 2009). Based on
visual inspection, we identified two line-free continuum
regions at 84.0−89.07 and 89.97−92.00 GHz. These were
used to generate a continuum uv table, which was sub-
tracted from the WideX data to isolate a uv table for
CO (1→ 0).
The image cleaning and analysis was done with the
mapping package in gildas (versions 26sep16 and 18-
20oct). The synthesized beam size was 3.′′78 × 3.′′70 at
a position angle of 93◦. The absolute astrometric uncer-
tainty, including both telescope and observational con-
tributions, is of order 1/10 the beam size, or 0.′′3. We
generated a 128 × 128 pixel map with 0.′′8014 pixels, as
recommended by the gildas software based on the syn-
thesized beam size. The image was cleaned down to 1.6
times the noise determined from an initial cleaned version
of the image, using a 25′′ × 25′′ square support around
the center of the field. We investigated the possibility
of running self calibration to improve the subtraction of
residual side lobes, but typically this approach requires
S/N > 20 for success and the measured S/N in the con-
tinuum before subtraction is ∼ 10 so this was ultimately
not viable. The rms noise level in the cleaned, continuum-
subtracted cubes is a function of frequency, with an av-
erage flux uncertainty of 0.372 mJy across all channels.
2.2. Archival [O iii] λ5007 integral field spectroscopy
Rupke et al. (2017) recently presented a new analysis
of archival IFS observations of PG 1700. We refer the
reader to that work for the full details of the observa-
tions and analysis, but summarize the process here to
enable a comparison between the ionized and molecular
gas in the system. PG 1700 was observed on September
23, 2003 with the integral field unit (IFU) on the Gem-
ini Mulit-Object Spectrograph (GMOS, Allington-Smith
et al. 2002; Hook et al. 2004). The data were reduced
using the Gemini IRAF package (v1.12), IFUDR GMOS
package, and IFSRED (Rupke 2014a). The data reduc-
tion follows the steps outlined in Rupke & Veilleux (2013)
and Rupke & Veilleux (2015), and also includes the re-
moval of scattered light which is critical for accurate con-
tinuum and emission-line fitting. The final output is a
data cube with a 3.′′0×4.′′2 field of view and 0.′′3 square
spaxels covering 4320–7190 Å at 1.5 Å resolution.
The cube was decomposed using the IFSFIT package
(Rupke 2014b). This software uses PPXF (Cappellari
2012) to model the emission from stars in the host galaxy
andMPFIT (Markwardt 2012) to model the quasar con-
tinuum and emission lines. A multi-step, iterative ap-
proach makes use of both the spatial and spectral in-
formation to separate the quasar and host-galaxy con-
tributions to the continuum and line emission. Notably,
emission from the quasar narrow-line region (NLR) in
this process is handled in two ways. First, the contribu-
tion of unresolved NLR emission is accounted for in the
characterization of the quasar PSF. After PSF subtrac-
tion, there is additional spatially resolved emission from
the NLR which is of interest for studying outflows and
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Figure 1. The multi-wavelength view of PG 1700+518. The grayscale shows the HST NICMOS F160W (wide H band) image of the host
galaxy and its companion from Evans et al. (2009). The dashed red contours show the zero velocity map from new NOEMA observations
of CO (1 → 0) (§ 2.1). Levels are 3, 10, 20, and 30σ where σ = 0.372 mJy/beam is the rms noise in the map. The blue dot-dashed
contours map the total [O iii] λ5007 flux from IFS observations reported in Rupke et al. 2017 (§ 2.2). Levels are 0.8, 1.7, 2.5, 3.3, and
5.0× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−1. The 8.4 GHz VLA map is shown in solid black contours (§ 2.3). Levels are 3, 10, 20, and 30σ, where
σ = 1.798 × 10−2 mJy is the rms noise in the map. The western source has been resolved by radio interferometry into a two-sided radio
jet and radio core, with the jet axis along the direction of elongation (Yang et al. 2012). All of the datasets have been re-centered onto the
EVN core coordinates reported by Yang et al. (2012) as described in §2. The red cross shows the position of the CO (1 → 0) centroid if
the NOEMA data are not recentered.
is therefore analyzed further. These resolved emission
lines are modeled in each spaxel with 0–2 Gaussian com-
ponents, where individual components are included only
when they are statistically significant at greater than the
3σ level. The Gaussians are then sorted into two maps,
such that the priority is to facilitate a smooth galaxy ro-
tation curve in the first map. If an outflow is present,
it will show up in the second map (although the second
map is not necessarily an outflow).
Figure 2 shows the maps of the resolved [O iii] emis-
sion in PG 1700. The total [O iii] flux is concentrated
along the axis of the radio jet identified by Yang et al.
(2012). The velocity map of the narrow [O iii] compo-
nent (the first in the previous paragraph) does not have
a clear physical interpretation: it may trace rotation in
a disk, tidal interactions with the companion galaxy, in-
teractions with the compact radio jet, or a combination
of these. If this map traces rotation, it implies that the
low-velocity [O iii] emission, which is aligned primarily
along the N/S direction, is misaligned with the NE/SW
position angle identified for the stellar bulge (Evans et al.
2009; Veilleux et al. 2009). There is a jet-driven outflow
seen in [O iii] that is apparent in the velocity map of the
second, broad component.
2.3. Archival VLA 4.86 and 8.5 GHz observations
PG 1700 was observed with the VLA at 4.86 and
8.44 GHz with a bandwidth of 50 MHz on 15 December
1988 in A configuration (project code AB0512). We ob-
tained the raw datasets from the VLA archive, including
calibration scans. The flux calibrators observed for this
project were 1739+522 at 4.86 GHz, at an assumed 1.2
Jy flux density and 3C286 at 8.5 GHz. At both frequen-
cies, 1739+522 was used for phase calibration. The data
flagging and reduction followed standard techniques us-
ing CASA version 4.0.1. The full image at each frequency
was processed individually with the CLEAN algorithm,
with a maximum of 5000 iterations, a gain of 0.1, and
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Figure 2. Maps of the spatially resolved [O iii] λ5007 emission in PG 1700. Panels show the total integrated flux, peak offset of the narrow
velocity component used to model the [O iii] emission-line profile, and the peak offset of broad velocity component that traces a jet-driven
outflow. The black contours show the VLA radio map, with the jet axis along the elongated source near the origin. Up is 14 degrees east
of north. See §2.2 for details of the spectral analysis used to derive these measurements. The physical origin of the narrow [O iii] emission
is unclear; it may be N/S rotation misaligned with the stellar bulge (Evans et al. 2009; Veilleux et al. 2009), tidal interactions with the
companion, interactions with the jet, or some combination of these. However, the [O iii] is most intense and is driven to high velocities
along the direction of the radio jet.
natural weighting. The final maps have rms noise values
of 2.41×10−5 Jy and 1.798×10−5 Jy at 4.9 and 8.5 GHz,
respectively. The absolute flux calibration uncertainty
is 10% (Baars et al. 1977; Perley & Butler 2017), and
dominates other sources of uncertainty.
The final maps at both frequencies show two sources
separated by approximately 1′′. Both sources are de-
tected at high signal-to-noise ratio (> 5σ) at both fre-
quencies. High-resolution radio interferometry reveals
that the western source is a radio core with nearly sym-
metric jets directed along the axis of elongation in the
VLA maps (Yang et al. 2012). The nature of the eastern
source is not completely clear (see § 4 for further discus-
sion). Using CASA, we modeled both VLA sources with
elliptical Gaussians in order to determine their proper-
ties and measure radio spectral index. The best-fitting
parameters are listed in Table 2. Adopting the conven-
tion Sν ∝ ν−αr , we find radio spectral indices between
4.86 and 8.44 GHz of 0.45 and 0.52 for the eastern and
western (core) sources, respectively. This tendency for
the eastern source to have a slightly flatter radio spec-
trum was noted by Kukula et al. (1998).
3. ANALYSIS OF NOEMA CO (1→ 0) DATA
3.1. Spectral decomposition and physical properties
In order to measure the properties of the CO (1 → 0)
line profile and investigate their variation with spatial
position, we decomposed the continuum-subtracted spec-
tra. We modeled the profile with two Gaussian com-
ponents, which were allowed to vary independently and
to which no independent physical meaning is attributed.
To facilitate meaningful results, we required that the
fluxes of both Gaussians be positive, the widths be larger
than 60 km s−1, and the position of the second Gaus-
sian be within +340/−110 km s−1 of the position of
the nominal CO wavelength. Collectively, these con-
straints prevent one or both Gaussians from being used
to model noise spikes in the spectrum in the automated
fit and we visually inspect each fit to ensure that this
Table 2
Measured radio properties from VLA observations
VLA E VLA W
4.86 GHz
RA (J2000) 17:01:24.91407 17:01:24.81518
Dec (J2000) +51:49:20.3833 +51:49:20.4463
Gaussian size 0.′′459×0.′′390 0.′′532×0.′′386
Position angle (deg) 15.6 153.907
Integrated fluxa (mJy) 2.57 1.98
Peak fluxa (mJy beam−1) 1.98 1.32
8.4 GHz
RA (J2000) 17:01:24.91308 17:01:24.81518
Dec (J2000) +51:49:20.3832 +51:49:20.4463
Gaussian size 0.′′302×0.′′285 0.′′398×0.′′217
Position angle (deg) 24.4 147.224
Integrated fluxa (mJy) 1.55 1.49
Peak fluxa (mJy beam−1) 0.89 0.86
αr 0.45 0.52 s
a Uncertainties are dominated by the absolute flux uncertainty,
which is 10%.
holds true. The best-fitting model was then determined
by minimizing the chi-squared statistic using the IDL
package mpfit (Markwardt 2012), which implements
a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares method, with all
channels weighted by their measured noise. An example
of the spectral decomposition for the central spaxel is
shown in Figure 3.
In spaxels where the CO (1 → 0) line was robustly
detected, we measured the properties of the line pro-
files. We quantified robust detections of the line pro-
file as cases where the peak of the best-fitting model is
at least 5 times the noise in the spectrum, where the
noise was taken to be the rms of the continuum in the
range 1000−2000 km s−1. We measured the integrated
flux, the velocity centroid, and the velocity dispersion of
the line profiles. All measurements were made on best-
fitting model of the spectrum (as opposed to the data
themselves) within 2000 km s−1 of the rest frame. We
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Figure 3. The spectral decomposition of the continuum-
subtracted CO (1 → 0) line profile in the central spaxel. Our
procedure provides a good fit to the line, which is above the 1σ
level out to velocities of ±300 km s−1. The total model is shown
in red, while the two Gaussian components used in the fit are in
blue. The horizontal bar shows the level of 5 times the noise in the
continuum required for a robust detection of the line and its extent
identifies the part of the spectrum where the noise was measured.
carried out simulations in order to determine the uncer-
tainties on measured properties of the spectra. In these
simulations, we repeated the spectral line measurements
on synthetic spectra generated by perturbing the flux in
each channel according to a Gaussian distribution with
width equal to that channel’s noise. After 1,000 trials we
verified that the resulting distribution for each measured
property had a mean comparable to our measurement
and took the standard deviation of the distribution as
our uncertainty in that measurement. The formal fit un-
certainties are in the range 0.03−0.12 Jy km s−1 beam−1,
2 − 50 km s−1, and 2 − 130 km s−1 for the integrated
flux, velocity centroid, and velocity dispersion, respec-
tively. Adding the velocity resolution of the original spec-
tra in quadrature yields a minimum velocity uncertainty
of 6 km s−1. We note that these formal uncertainties
resulting from the spectral decomposition are often sub-
stantially smaller than those resulting from differences
between adopting different fitting and measurement pro-
cedures (for a discussion, see Runnoe et al. 2015).
The spatial maps of the measured spectral properties
are shown for the total line profiles in Figure 4. We set
the zero point for spatial offsets in these maps using the
position of the radio core in the EVN core from Yang
et al. (2012), as described in §2. Uncertainties on the
zero offset are determined by propagating the uncertain-
ties in the absolute NOEMA and EVN positions, and
are dominated by the NOEMA uncertainties. The inten-
sity map is generally similar to a point source, but the
centroid and line dispersion maps show systematic trends.
The velocity centroid drifts by approximately 100 km s−1
over the extent of the source. While this size corresponds
to only 1–2 times the beam size, given uncertainties of
< 50 km s−1 this may be a real effect. It is more difficult
to determine whether the trend in line dispersion is real.
The uncertainties can be larger than the size of the ef-
fect seen in the maps, and it is also hard to tell to what
extent S/N plays a role in producing it. On one hand,
the spaxels with the broadest lines are those near the
edge with the lowest S/N, while on the other the effect
of low S/N is to systematically decrease line dispersion
measurements (e.g. Denney et al. 2009). However, the
trend is smooth and a visual inspection of the spectra in
spaxels with the broadest line dispersion measurements
does suggest that they are broader than those nearer the
center of the source, although the high-velocity gas is
typically not detected above our 5σ threshold.
We also derived physical properties based on the spec-
tral decomposition of the CO (1→ 0) emission line. First,
we calculate the CO luminosity, L′CO. We measure a to-
tal CO flux of SCO∆v = 3.12 ± 0.02 Jy km s−1 and
obtain L′CO = (1.208 ± 0.009) × 1010 K km s−1 pc2
given z(= 0.2902) and DL(= 1442.2 Mpc). Follow-
ing Evans et al. (2009) who performed the calculation
based on single-dish observations, we calculate a molec-
ular gas mass, M(H2), of (4.83 ± 0.04) × 1010 M as-
suming the conversion factor for an unresolved source
α = M(H2)/L′CO ∼ 4M(K km s−1pc2)−1.
3.2. Spatial image analysis
In order to better characterize the velocity centroid
drift seen in the CO (1→ 0) spectral maps, we can deter-
mine the image centroid as a function of velocity, which
is well defined. Because the source is not complex in the
image plane, we can make this measurement in the uv
plane, directly from the visibilities, rather than doing a
two-dimensional image decomposition (although we per-
formed this exercise and obtained qualitatively similar
results). This has the advantage of being independent
of the uncertainty associated with cleaning the image
during the data reduction. Instead, the largest uncer-
tainty is associated with the selection of a model, where
there is little ambiguity in this case. We used the uvfit
task in Gildas and adopted a point source model. The
uvfit routine fits the visibilities directly and produces
measurements of the image centroids with uncertainties.
In Figure 5 we compare the centroid measurements as a
function of velocity with the multi-wavelength data. The
CO (1 → 0) centroids align well with the signal seen in
the narrow [O iii] IFS measurements, and also with the
radio jet at the most redshifted velocities (where both
the broad and narrow components follow the jet axis in
the [O iii] data).
In §2 we described the application of linear spatial
shifts that we adopted in order to center all of the multi-
wavelength datasets on the quasar. This assumption is
reasonable for maps where the quasar clearly dominates
the emission and can be used for registration, but it is less
clear whether it is fair for the CO (1 → 0) map because
PG 1700 is a merging system. In Figure 5 we show a red
cross to mark the unshifted center of the zero velocity
CO (1 → 0) emission. If we adopt the nominal astrome-
try for the NOEMA dataset, CO (1→ 0) centroids would
shift so that the off-white zero-velocity point falls at this
position. This has the effect of shifting the centroids for
the reddest CO (1 → 0) bins into better alignment with
the most redshifted [O iii], strengthening the agreement
between the CO (1→ 0) centroid alignment, the jet, and
the IFS [O iii] outflow. Thus, our default practice of regis-
tering all the datasets is the most conservative approach.
4. DISCUSSION
The new millimeter observations are fully consistent
with the existing single-dish measurements from Evans
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Figure 4. Maps of the integrated flux, velocity centroid, and velocity dispersion of the CO (1→ 0) emission line for PG 1700. The black
contours in the first panel show the VLA radio map, with the jet axis along the elongated source near the origin. The systematic drift
in centroid and smooth trend in dispersion may be a subtle indications of interaction between the radio jet and molecular gas. Formal
intensity uncertainties are 0.03−0.12 Jy beam−1, centroid uncertainties are 2−50 km s−1, and dispersion uncertainties are 2−130 km s−1.
These maps include measurements for spaxels where the total line profile was detected at the 5σ level, as described in Section 3.1. The
black cross shows the location of the EVN core (Yang et al. 2012) with uncertainty given by propagating the uncertainties on the NOEMA
and EVN absolute positions.
et al. (2009). The CO (1 → 0) line shape, and thus
velocity distribution of the gas, is similar and the red-
shifts match within the 60 km s−1 spectral resolution.
The derived physical properties are comparable as well,
once differences in cosmology and analysis (which are not
reflected in the formal uncertainties) are accounted for.
Thus, the main improvement provided here is the spatial
resolution, which is nearly a factor of ten better than the
previously available 26′′. That said, with a beam size of
3.8′′, the NOEMA observations of PG 1700 may suffer
contamination from emission in the companion galaxy
located 1′′ away. Nevertheless, as Evans et al. (2009)
point out, the CO (1 → 0) redshift matches PG 1700
and not the companion (z = 0.2929, Canalizo & Stock-
ton 1997). The companion redshift is measured reliably
by those authors from IFS observations of stellar ab-
sorption lines, and the difference in redshift between the
CO (1 → 0) and the companion corresponds to approxi-
mately 900 km s−1. This suggests that it is the primary
source of CO (1→ 0) emission in the system.
By considering the new CO (1→ 0) observations in the
context of existing multi-wavelength data, we can better
appreciate the full picture of the effect of the radio jet in
PG 1700. In the VLA map, there are two radio sources.
The nature of the eastern VLA source is not completely
clear. It is resolved out in the EVN map, making a back-
ground AGN unlikely. The radio spectral index measure-
ment is consistent with synchrotron emission from an
aged electron population (Feretti & Giovannini 2008), in-
dicating a relic radio source. Two likely explanations are
that the jet either re-oriented or was redirected. In the
first case, the jet may have pointed from the radio core
in the direction of the eastern VLA source. It quickly re-
oriented, possibly due to interaction with the companion
galaxy, and the emission at the position of the eastern
VLA sources has not yet faded. Alternatively, the east-
ern VLA source is the result of the VLA jet being redi-
rected by material in the host galaxy. This explanation,
suggested by (Yang et al. 2012), is supported by the di-
rection of the [O iii] outflow, which is along the current
jet axis but has the most redshifted component in to the
southeast right at the position of the eastern VLA source.
Additionally, Stockton et al. (1998) find a spot of intense
star formation at the end of the radio jet, in support of
this interpretation. Finally, the simulations of Mukherjee
et al. (2016) show this behavior, where the morphology
of the radio plasma has an irregular morphology as it
moves through the cavities in the clumpy ISM.
The western VLA source, which includes the radio core
and nearly symmetric radio jet (Yang et al. 2012), is driv-
ing an ionized outflow seen in the IFS [O iii] observations
(Rupke et al. 2017). We do not see strong evidence for
an outflow of molecular gas on the size scales probed by
our observations, of order several arcseconds correspond-
ing to ∼15 kpc at z = 0.2902. However, the velocity
centroid of the CO (1 → 0) line has a slight (of order
100 km s−1/kpc, see Figure 4) drift in the north/south
direction, matching the low-velocity [O iii] in the host
galaxy. As shown in Figure 5, in the most redshifted
velocity bins the spatial centroid of the two-dimensional
image drifts along the jet axis. At the positions corre-
sponding to the extremely red centroids, the CO line
has systematically broader width than in other positions
(see Figure 4). It is not immediately clear how reliable
these extreme width measurements are: they correspond
to the lowest S/N spaxels, but do appear broader based
on visual inspection. Also, compared to the ionized gas
traced by [O iii], the molecular gas has much lower veloc-
ity, similar to the low-velocity core of the [O iii] line. If
the jet interacts with both the ionized and molecular gas
phases, it will naturally drive the ionized gas to higher
velocities.
These pieces of evidence may be a hint that the jet does
affect the molecular gas on smaller scales. This would
be consistent with a scenario where the high-powered
jet (Pjet ∼ 1045−46 erg s−1) is accelerating dense gas
clumps along the shocked surface of an energy bubble,
to velocities of hundreds of km s−1. This matches the
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Figure 5. Top: the total CO (1→ 0) spectrum integrated within
an 8× 8′′ box. Color coded bins identify individual velocity slices
through the CO data cube where the source was detected at greater
than 5σ significance. Bottom: the spatial position of the cen-
troid determined from a point-source fit to the visibilities in the uv
plane, as described in Section 3.2. The channel map for the most
blueshifted bin is dominated by noise, so that measurement is not
shown. The frame has been rotated to match the IFS observations,
where up is 14 degrees east of north and the IFS color scheme is
identical to the center panel of Figure 2. The black contours in the
first panel show the VLA radio map, with the jet axis along the
elongated source near the origin. The red cross shows the position
of the CO (1→ 0) centroid if the NOEMA data are not recentered
on the EVN core (§2 and 3.2). The CO (1→ 0) centroids generally
follow the low-velocity [O iii] map, shown in the background map.
Notably, the CO (1→ 0) centroids in the two most redshifted bins
match the axis of the radio jet and the jet-driven [O iii] outflow.
This agreement is strengthened if we do not recenter the NOEMA
map on the EVN core.
velocities reached in the simulations of Mukherjee et al.
(2016), although the gas conditions do not reach the tem-
peratures/densities appropriate for cold molecular gas.
However, they do demonstrate that lower density gas
is accelerated to lower velocities in the outflow. In the
simulations of Mukherjee et al. (2016), these high-power
jets that have the ability to effectively drive outflows, al-
though they are less able to affect star formation over a
large volume in their hosts as they pierce through the
ISM. The NOEMA beam size is relatively large com-
pared to the size of the jet, which may prevent us from
clearly detecting any signs of interaction. Millimeter in-
terferometric observations with higher spatial resolution
and sensitivity would be able to distinguish this scenario
by tracing spatial distribution of the low-contrast, high-
velocity wings of the CO line.
5. SUMMARY
In this work, we present new NOEMA millimeter in-
terferometric observations of the CO (1 → 0) line in
the type 1 loBAL quasar PG 1700+518. The observa-
tions were made in the C+D configuration, yielding a
beam size of 3.′′78 × 3.′′70 and a map with 0.′′8014 pix-
els. This is over half an order of magnitude improve-
ment in spatial resolution over existing single-dish obser-
vations. Following a spectral decomposition, we made
maps of the CO (1→ 0) intensity, velocity centroid, and
velocity dispersion. These show a ∼100 km s−1 drift
in the north/south direction in velocity centroid and a
trend of approximately the same magnitude in the south-
east/northwest direction in the line dispersion over a
physical region corresponding to 1–2 times the beam size.
We also fit the uv visibilities with a point-source model
in order to trace the centroid of gas in 60 km s−1 velocity
bins. The CO (1 → 0) centroids match the low-velocity
[O iii] seen in the IFS observations, albeit at lower ve-
locities consistent with the core of the [O iii] line. The
physical origin of this low-velocity [O iii] emission is not
completely clear; it may be rotation in the host galaxy
(albeit misaligned with the stellar bulge), tidal interac-
tions with the companion, interactions with the jet, or
a combination of these. At the highest velocities, the
[O iii] traces a jet-driven outflow. Similarly, in the two
most redshifted bins the CO (1→ 0) centroids fall along
the axis of the compact radio jet, which may hint that
the jet interacts with the molecular gas on smaller spatial
scales. Combining these observations with results from
existing multi-wavelength data we obtain the following:
• With the improved spatial resolution of NOEMA
over previous single-dish observations, we are at
the cusp of spatially resolving the CO emission
from PG 1700. We cannot fully separate contri-
butions to the CO (1→ 0) emission that may come
from the PG 1700 host galaxy and its companion
∼1′′ away. However, the CO and host redshifts
match, suggesting that it is the primary CO source
in the system. Physical properties measured from
the CO (1 → 0) emission line are consistent with
previous single-dish measurements.
• There are no completely unambiguous signs of a
high-velocity (v > 100 km s−1) outflow in the
molecular gas on the arcsecond scales of our ob-
servations. This is in contrast to the ionized gas
traced by [O iii], which is clearly driven to high ve-
locities by the radio jet. The tendency for the gas
in the red wing of the CO (1 → 0) emission line
to be broader and to be distributed in the direc-
tion of the jet axis may be a hint that the jet does
affect the molecular gas. In this case, it may be
that the signs of interaction are present on small
scales and the new NOEMA observations do not
have sufficiently high spatial resolution to discern
them.
• We interpret the multi-wavelength picture of
PG 1700 by drawing on the results of Mukherjee
et al. (2016). In their simulations, the high-power
radio jets expand an energy bubble which efficiently
drives radial outflows along its surface. The jet
potentially adopts an irregular morphology as it
searches for the path of least resistance through
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the dense filaments of gas. These jets have enough
momentum to punch through the ISM relatively
quickly, so they are less able to affect the star for-
mation properties of their hosts over a large volume.
Observations of PG 1700 are consistent with such a
picture. The compact radio jet in PG 1700 has high
power (Pjet ∼ 1045−46 erg s−1), similar to those
in the simulations. The compact radio jet drives
a high-velocity [O iii] outflow, with the most red-
shifted ionized gas coincident with the eastern VLA
source. Finally, the most redshifted CO (1 → 0)
hints at small-scale interactions between the jet and
dense molecular gas, but higher spatial resolution
observations will be required to confirm this. The
alternative possibility is that the CO (1 → 0) mo-
tions are driven by rotation in a galaxy disk or tidal
interactions with the companion galaxy.
In the context of observing jet-driven molecular outflows,
additional observations will have a lot of deciding power
in this system. Although it does have a jet, PG 1700 is
formally radio quiet and the jet is very compact. Thus,
higher spatial resolution observations with the sensitiv-
ity to map the low-contrast, high-velocity wings of the
CO (1→ 0) emission line would be effective at determin-
ing whether the hints seen here are signs of a jet-driven
outflow on smaller scales.
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